
All’s Well that Ends Well   
A COMMON SUFFIX (put after a root word to add information) to make your game end well (7s then 8s)! 

compiled by Jacob Cohen, Asheville Scrabble Club 
 

7s -ILE (adjective; having qualities of) 

ABAXILE AABEILX abaxial (situated away from the axis) [adj] 

DUCTILE CDEILTU easily molded or shaped [adj] 

FEBRILE BEEFILR feverish (having a fever) [adj] 

FERTILE EEFILRT capable of reproducing [adj] 

FICTILE CEFIILT moldable (to work into a particular shape) [adj] 

FISSILE EFIILSS capable of being split [adj] 

FLEXILE EEFILLX flexible (capable of being bent) [adj] 

FRAGILE AEFGILR easily broken or damaged [adj] 

GRACILE ACEGILR gracefully slender [adj] 

INUTILE EIILNTU useless (serving no purpose) [adj] 

PENSILE EEILNPS hanging loosely [adj] 

PUERILE EEILPRU childish (resembling a child (a young person)) [adj] 

SECTILE CEEILST capable of being cut smoothly [adj] 

SERVILE EEILRSV slavishly submissive [adj] 

SESSILE EEILSSS permanently attached [adj] 

STERILE EEILRST incapable of producing offspring [adj] 

TACTILE ACEILTT pertaining to the sense of touch [adj] 

TENSILE EEILNST tensible (capable of being stretched) [adj] 

TORTILE EILORTT twisted; coiled [adj] 

UNAGILE AEGILNU not agile (able to move quickly and easily) [adj] 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

8s -ILE (adjective; having qualities of) 

AFEBRILE ABEEFILR having no fever [adj] 

ERECTILE CEEEILRT capable of being raised upright [adj] 

IMMOBILE BEIILMMO incapable of being moved [adj] 

IMMOTILE EIILMMOT lacking mobility (the ability to move) [adj] 

INDOCILE CDEIILNO not docile (easily trained) [adj] 

INVIRILE EIIILNRV not virile (having masculine vigor) [adj] 

SAXATILE AAEILSTX living or growing among rocks [adj] 

SCISSILE CEIILSSS capable of being cut or split easily [adj] 

SCURRILE CEILRRSU expressed in coarse and abusive language [adj] 

TRACTILE ACEILRTT capable of being drawn out in length [adj] 

UNDOCILE CDEILNOU not docile (easily trained) [adj] 
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